Baringa 2020 CASS Insight Survey
Week 3: Technology, Governance
and Culture
In this report, the third in a series of four summaries based on the results of our fourth annual
CASS survey, we examine how ~50 market participants have responded to questions focused on
which tools are being deployed to support CASS functions, how much firms are spending on
technology, and how firms’ attitudes to CASS culture have changed over the last three years.

The headlines are:
p Average spend on CASS-related technology has increased sevenfold in
the last three years
p Use of automation continues to grow for CASS-related operational
processes
p Auditors are increasingly providing feedback on technology
p Fewer CASS Large firms are reporting a good relationship with the FCA

Technology
Summary Stats

£730,000

p CASS culture is falling out of focus for CASS Large firms

the average amount firms spent on CASS-related
technology last year

If you missed the reports released over the last two weeks, you can
still access them here:

62%

p Week 1: Summary of the survey population and the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on CASS compliance. Click here.

the percentage of firms applying/planning to apply
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) to CASS processes

p Week 2: Audit, trends across risks, controls, incidents, and breaches.
Click here.

48%

Also look out for the full report of all findings which will be published
following our webinar on November 5.

the percentage of firms receiving feedback related to
technology from their auditor
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Technology
Investment on the increase
At 54%, the overall percentage of firms investing in CASS-related technology has fallen slightly compared to the previous two years (63%
in 2019, 56% in 2018). However, the firms investing in technology to support CASS processes have been spending in multiple categories,
and the amount they have spent has risen significantly compared to prior years.

Average investment in CASS-related technology in the last 12 months (£)
2020

730,000
300,000

2019
2018

100,000

For firms investing in technology to support CASS processes, average spend tripled between 2018 (£100k) and 2019 (£300k). This figure
has risen significantly again in 2020, with firms spending over £730k on average.

What tools are firms investing in?
There was no fall recorded in any
spending category for CASS-related
technology compared to 2019.

What are CASS firms investing in?
2020

Perhaps most significantly, the 2020
survey results show a return to favour
for technology to manage the CASS
Toolkit. In 2018, 17% of firms invested
in this technology. However, by 2019
this number had dropped to only 7% of
firms – this was justified in our 2019
report by the fact that 37% of firms
had already deployed specific
technology to manage CASS rules,
risks, controls, and associated process
maps.
This year, however, 33% of firms
spending on CASS-specific
technology have invested in a
solution to support the CASS Toolkit.
The key drivers of this are not clear
from the wider survey data, although
69% of firms investing in such
technology also received feedback
from their auditor related to
technology. Has audit focus on
technology increased the drive for
firms to make the transition from MS
Excel to tailored software to manage
the CASS Toolkit?
Reconciliations tools have been the
most consistent investment across
the last three years, with 2020 seeing a
rise to 32% of firms investing in tools
to support the migration away from
costly manual reconciliation processes.
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2019

2018

CASS Toolkit

33%
7%
17%
32%

Reconcilliations

21%
21%
29%

RPA

13%
6%
21%

Workflow

21%
12%

Firms have also looked to reduce cost and
decrease operational risk exposure
through investment in automated
Workflow tools. The number of firms
investing this year stayed consistent with
last year at 21%.

The move to automate highly manual
operational processes continued
elsewhere, with investment in RPA for
CASS processes increasing fivefold over
the last three years, from 6% in 2018 to
13% in 2019 to 29% in 2020.
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Acceleration in automation
The evidence that automation of costly manual processes through RPA continues to grow in popularity can also be seen in the number of
firms reporting they had already invested in Robotic Process Automation this year – 62% of firms now deploy, or are planning to deploy,
RPA on operational CASS processes to cut cost, reduce operational risk, and increase efficiency.

Firms applying/planning to apply Robotic Process Automation to
CASS-related operational processes

22

62%

46%

%

2020

2019

2018

This area of investment has shown significant growth across the last three years, and the investment figures recorded previously suggest
that RPA and automation will continue to be a focus for CASS firms next year too.

How much was spent on each tool type?
Average spend on technology
Internal

External

# Total

Workfow

433,333

Reconcilliations

394,286

RPA

CASS Toolkit

100,000
300,833
280,833

1,161,333

728,000
382,500

702,500

401,667
185,000

776,786

465,833

Workflow tools stood out this year as the costliest investment CASS firms made (over £1.1 m on average), and this may be part of the
reason 2020 saw the lowest percentage of firms prepared to invest in this technology. The return to favour of technology to support the
CASS Toolkit may be linked to it being the cheapest technology solution to deploy.
On average, internal investment in any technological solution was fairly consistent, roughly in the £300K to £400K range. However,
external costs showed a much wider variance – on average, external spend on Workflow tools was nearly four times larger than external
spend on solutions to support the CASS Toolkit.
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Audit focus on technology
As firms increase their investments in
technological solutions to improve their
CASS control environments, attention
from auditors on technology continues to
intensify. This year 48% of firms received
feedback from their auditor relating to
technology – up from 40% in 2019.

CASS Large firms were more likely to
receive attention on this topic, with 54% of
firms in this category reporting feedback
on technology related to CASS. This figure
was noticeably lower for CASS
Medium/Small firms, with only 45% of
firms receiving attention in this area.

Of those firms that did receive feedback
from their auditor on technology, firms
were most likely to receive feedback on
the oversight and quality of controls
related to CASS technology (35%), or about
transitioning manual processes into
appropriate software solutions (20%).

Percentage of firms for whom auditors provided feedback related to
technology
CASS
Large

54%

CASS
Medium/Small

45%

Governance and Culture
Summary Stats

23%

8%

81% vs. 69%

the percentage of CASS Large firms
receiving a CASS visit from the FCA in the
last twelve months

the percentage fall in CASS Large firms
reporting a good CASS relationship with
the FCA

CASS Medium/Small firms (81%) more
consistently see CASS culture as a focus
for the current year than CASS Large
firms (69%)

Strong and stable governance
Governance remains a stable area with well-established models.
On the whole, there has been minimal change in the statistics surrounding individuals
in CASS oversight roles – the average tenure in a CASS oversight role is four years
(slight increase from 3.5 years 2019), average CASS experience is 11 years (up from
10 years in 2019), and average time spent on oversight remains consistent at 66%
(65% in 2019).
However, firms are reporting some significant change in the quality of relationships
and the frequency of interaction with the FCA…
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Increased tenure in
CASS oversight roles –
up to 4 years

Time spent by CAOO
oversight remains
consistent – 66%
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Evolving relationships
Only 23% of CASS Large firms received a visit from the FCA in the last twelve months regarding CASS, and no CASS Medium/ Small firms
received a visit in that time period.

Firms receiving a
visit from the FCA
in the last twelve
months

0%

23%
CASS Large firms received
a visit from the FCA

CASS
Medium/Small
firms received a
visit from the FCA

Regulatory visits on CASS have been
received well – all the CASS Large firms
that received a visit from the FCA reported
having a good relationship with the
regulator. However, fewer CASS Large
firms are reporting a good relationship
with the FCA this year. CASS
Medium/Small firms are seeing some
improvement in their relationship.

Have a good CASS relationship with the FCA
CASS Large

CASS Medium/Small

100%
95%

93%

92%

90%

85%

85%
80%
75%
70%

68%

66%

65%
60%

2018

2019

71%

2020

Cultural split
Firms’ approach to CASS culture is showing the most significant reversal in focus compared to previous years. CASS Medium/Small firms
(81%) are now more likely than Large firms (69%) to identify CASS culture as a focus for the coming year.

CASS culture is a focus for the current year
CASS Large

CASS Medium/Small

100%
95%
90%

93%
89%

85%

83%

80%

77%

75%
70%

71%

69%

65%
60%
2018
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2019

2020
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Further culture metrics
On the whole, CASS Large firms score extremely highly on our culture metrics, with Medium/Small firms showing improvements in all
areas and in most cases now closing the gap to the Large firm responses.
The table below shows the percentage in each group either agreeing or strongly agreeing with each of the statements. Statements for
further comment are highlighted in pale blue.

Large

Medium/Small

2018

2019

2020

CASS is given the right level of priority within the organisation

100% = 100% = 100%

There is adequate knowledge and understanding of CASS in the 1st line

100%

The 2nd line has adequate CASS knowledge to fulfil their role

86%

The 3rd line has adequate CASS knowledge to fulfil their role

79%

People in my organisation take their CASS responsibilities seriously

100% = 100% = 100%

p

p

91% = 91%

p

94%

p

92%

p

100%

80%

p

93%

p

94%

p

85% = 85%

53%

p

68%

p

71%

97%

p

97%

p

93%

p

85%

89%

p

91%

p

90%

p

92%

97%

p

98%

p

100%

p

92% = 92%

94%

p

91%

p

90%

86%

p

91%

p

94%

p

100%

94%

p

95%

p

97%

100% = 100%

80%

p

70%

p

84%

p

93%

p

100%

p

92% = 92%

Staff with CASS responsibilities have a good understanding of role

100%

p

92%

Our documentation of processes and controls is up to date

93%

p
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CASS Large firms are reporting an
8% drop in positive responses to
whether they have a safe
escalation environment, and 15%
of Large firms are failing to
escalate and report breaches
quickly. Based on the responses
received, CASS Medium/Small firms
appear to be outperforming the
Large firms in both of these
categories.

95%

100%

We have a safe escalation environment

Perhaps most striking of the
remaining culture statistics is the
perception of the 3rd line of
defence, and whether this function
has the knowledge to fulfil their
role. While improvements have
been made across the 1st and 2nd
lines over the last three years,
there still appears to be a
significant gap in knowledge in
the 3rd line, which firms should
consider making efforts to close
over the next year.

97%

p

83%

CASS training is delivered at a level appropriate to individuals’ CASS responsibilities 100%

2020

92%

100%

100%

2019

94%

All breaches are escalated and reported quickly

CASS training is delivered to all impacted groups/functions within the business

2018
p

% agreement with the statements

For the last three years, CASS
Medium/Small firms have
consistently lagged behind CASS
Large firms when self-assessing
the maintenance of processes
and controls documentation.
While some gains have been made
by Medium/Small firms this year, it
will be interesting to see whether
the investments seen in
technology to support the CASS
Toolkit in 2020 will improve scores
for Medium/Small firms in next
year’s results.
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Other reports in this series...
If you missed the reports released over the last two weeks, you can still access them here:
Week 1: Summary of the survey
population and the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on CASS
compliance.

Week 2: Audit, trends across risks,
controls, incidents, and breaches.
Click here to view

Click here to view

Coming up...
Next week’s update will focus on challenges related to outsourcing, as well as firms’ biggest risks, challenges, and costs:
p How have the costs of outsourcing changed over the last four years?
p How has COVID-19 impacted the service provided by third-party administrators?
p What are the biggest risks, challenges, and costs facing CASS firms now, and in two years’ time?

Baringa 2020 CASS Insight Survey webinar:
5 November, 2020
We will also be hosting a webinar on the morning of November 5 to review the overall summary report from this year’s survey. If you
would like to register for this click here.
If you have any questions relating to the points covered above, then please do get in touch via cass@baringa.com.
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